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ABSTRACT 
The paper gives a condition for the expressible set of a sequence to have Lebesgue measure zero. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Following Erd6s [1] we say a sequence a = {an}C~v~__ 1 is irrational i f  the set Ea = 
{~n~>l ~ '  cn ~ N}, which we refer to henceforth as its expressible set, contains 
no rational numbers. In [1] it is shown that if l imn~co a1/2~' oe and an ~ N for 
all n c N then ~n~>i a~ -1 is an irrational number. From this ErdSs deduces that 
the sequence (22~)n~>1 is an irrational sequence. A sequence that is not irrational 
is called a rational sequence. In [2] it is shown that if for given e > 0 we have 
an < 2 (2 *)~ and an ~ R + for all n ~ N then the sequence {an}~i is rational and in 
fact that Ea contains an interval. It appears to be the case that in general evaluating 
the Lebesgue measure of  the set Ea is not easy. In this paper we give conditions on 
{an}~i to ensure that the Lebesgue measure of  the set Ea is zero. 
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Theorem 1. Let ce and e be positive real numbers with 0 < ce < 1 and let {a~}C~w  
and {b~}~v'__ 1 be sequences of  posin've integers' with { a~ }c~w__ 1 nondecreasing, such that 
lim sup a~ /3~ = oo, 
?I~OQ 
an  ~ r / l+g  
and 
b~ <<, 21°~ ~ 
for every sufficiently large n. For c {de }oo be ~=1 we have that the Lebesgue measure 
of  the set Ee is zero. 
It is unclear to the authors how to adapt he proof of Theorem 1 to decide whether 
the expressible set of the sequence {23~ + 3}~ 1 has zero Lebesgue measure. 
2. OUR MAIN TOOL 
Theorem 1 follows immediately from the following more general result. 
Theorem 2. Let L be a positive integer and let ce, [~ and ~ be real numbers with 
0 < c, < 1, 0 < e and 0 <~ f~ < 1+~' Assume that Xl . . . . .  xa, M1 . . . . .  Mr  are real 
numbers" such that xi ¢ 0 and Mi >/ I for  every i = 1, 2 . . . . .  L. Let {a~ }~v'__ 1 be a 
nondecreasing sequence of  positive integers uch that 
1 
, 1 +~/k_ l  Mi +l)n  
(1) limsupa~l ~ = oo. 
/2 ---> 00 
b cyo Suppose that { i,n }~=~, i 1 . . . . .  L, are sequences of  integers uch that for every 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  L and every sufficiently large n 
Assume that for  every n 
(3) 
L 
bn = Z bi'nXi 7k O. 
i=1 
Let for  every sufficiently large n 
(4) [b~ [~< 21°~ de aft 
and 
(5) a~, ~> n 1+~, 
Then the expressible set of  the sequence {de }~o has Lebesgue measure zero. be n=l  
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3. PROOFS 
Lemma 1. Let the sequences (an)Cn~__l and (bn)Cn~__l satisfy all assumptions of 
Theorem 2. Then tkere exists a positive real constant y not depending on N, suck 
that for every sujficiently large N 
(6) 
Proof. From (4) we obtain 
(7) - - -  ~n ~ an  1 -~1 '  
n=N an 
where/3~ = 1(/3 + ;~-2~,) is a positive real constant. Then 
(8) 
1 1 1 
12a1 1- I2 1 1+ 12 a1 1 
~ =N 1 an 1 
Now we will estimate the first summand of  (8). We have 
(9) ~11 1 a N _ 
a l - f l l  
a k . a N aN 
t~ <aN+ e 
l - - i l l  - -1 ;e  
1 8 where Yl 2 ( i~  - /3 )  is a positive real constant. For the second summand of  (8) 
we observe that inequality (5) implies 
(10) 
oo 
1 1 [ dx 
1 1 1 X 2 
, ,>~4+ ~ ~,>~4+ ~ 1+~ 
1 1 <~ 
1 8 where Y2 g ( i~  - /3 )  is a positive real constant. From (7)-(10) we obtain 
5~ 1 1 1 
n=N a N a~ a N 
where y = l(~+t /3) is a positive real constant not depending on N. [] 
It follows from Lemma 1 that the series oo b~, ~=~ is absolutely convergent. 
aFz 
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Lemma 2. Let the sequences {an}C~ and {bn}~l satisfy all assumptions of 
Theorem 2 and moreover 
(11) an ~> 2 n 
for every sufficiently large n. Then there exists a positive real constant F < 1 not 
depending on N, such that for every sufficiently large N 
n =N aN 
Proof. From (4) we obtain 
n~ ~ ~ n=N~ d,'-'l°gS~an~an a  7--.,X-' 21°g~" a'~an -}- ~ '~ d,'-d°g~ an f l n  an (12) 
= n<log 2 a N n/>log 2aN 
We will now estimate the first summand of (12). 
1+c¢ 
log~ ,~..d 21o4 '~N 21o~e -- '~N 
(13) Z 2 "n ~< 1- -~ 1og2aN ~< 1--5 
n <log 2 a N a;~ aN aN 
For the second summand of (12). Inequality (11) and the fact that the function 
21°4 X/x~-~ is decreasing for sufficiently large x imply that 
21o4 ,, 21o4 2" 
(14) Z ~ ~< Z 2(1 e)n -  Z un, 
n/>log2 aN an n/>log2 aN n/>log2 aN 
where 
un = 2 n~ (1 fi)n. 
This and the fact that n is sufficiently large imply that 
5 1 un+l _2(n+1)~ n~ (1 ~)<2 n~-I (1 ~)<2T.  
Un 
Hence 
,g-1 
Un+l < 2~-un 
and 
U [log 2 aN ] +:n "< 2 @"  u [log 2 aN ] 
for every m ~> 0. This implies that 
(15) 
oo 2log ~ aN 
n/>log 2a N m=O aN 
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where C 1 + 1/(1 - 2 (~ 1)/2) is a positive real constant. Now (12)-(15) imply 
~N2~21°&~alv21°g~alv2 l°gJfalv
<<- 1-~ +C 1-~ ~ 1-~ ' 
= aN a N a N 
where Y" 2+a is a positive real constant not depending on N. [] 
Lemma 3. Let the sequences {an}~l and {bn}~l satisfy all assumptions o f  
Theorem 2 and moreover (11) holds for  n N . . . . .  Q, where N and Q are 
sufficiently large positive integers. Then there exists a positive real constant F < 1 
not depending on N and Q, such that 
21og~ aN 
k bn ~< 1-~ " 
n=N an a N 
Proof. Construct new sequences , ~o , ~o {an}n= 1 and {bn}n= 1 in a following way: 
, {an forn ~< Q, 
an = aQ2 n for n > Q, 
b~n {bn for n ~< Q, 
1 forn > Q. 
Using Lemma 2 for the new sequences we obtain 
bn<< 7 <<`_  
n=N Ian = a n 
[] 
Lemma 4. Let {Yn }(n~)_--i be a sequence o f  positive real numbers" such that 
(16) limsup yn oe, 
n ----> O(3 
Then there exist infinitely many N such that 
( ; )  YN > 1 + max Yk. 
k=l , . . . ,N-1 
Proof. For a contradiction, suppose that there exists no e N such that for every 
~ ~ ~0 
Yn~< 1+ max Yk. 
k=l, ...,n-1 
Then we have 
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N(;) y~ ~< 1 + • max yk J=no k=l,...,n 0-1 
< 4 max yk. 
k=l,...,n0-1 
This is in contradiction with (16). [] 
Lemma 5. Let M >~ 1 be a real numbe~ Assume that sequences {a~}~,  {b~}~ 
b o, and { i,~ }~=~ satisfy all assumptions of  Theorem 2 with 
1 
(M_+¢~ +1)~ 
(17) l imsupan = oo 
instead of  (1). Let 
N-1 
i-IN; [-I an, 
n=l 
Then for infinitely many N 
M+I lo 2 giN ZN:= i7 N 2 ~: <1.  
Proof.  The proof splits into three cases. 
(1) Assume that there exists ~ > 0 such that 
1 
(~+1+8)  n 
lira sup an -~ = oo. 
Let 1/be a positive real constant satisfying condition (6) in Lemma 1. Let z be a 
sufficiently large positive integer. Denote by w the least positive integer such that 
( l~+l+~)w 1 
(18) aw > zY, 
Let u be the greatest positive integer less than w such that 
(19) a,  ~< z". 
Denote by v the least positive integer greater than u such that 
( 1M_@1+ 1+8) v
(20) ~ > z. 
We have that u < v ~< w and that v ~ oc as z ~" oo. We obtain from (19) that for 
all positive integers r and s with v ~< r ~< w and u ~< s < v 
(21) ar > z r > 2 r 
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and 
Z( M_+51 +1 +~) s(22) a, < - . 
The fact that the sequence {an }c.v' 1 is nondecreasing and (19) imply that 
From (20), (22) and (23) we obtain that 
(M_+~ +3) V.v-i ,.M+I a_l a_8.,r~ 
a~ ~> z( +1+3)" ~> z _ - -  z~n==+l \  1 - .~  " " f 
M+I +:~ 
\n=u+l  
M+ l 
> i-I~ ~ ÷~: (~2) +~>2 
This implies that 
M+:: +e (~-+~ +i+~Y +~2 
(24) I-iv < z :-~ 
The fact that 
M+I  
¢~ < 1 v+i 
1-Å +~ 
implies that there exists a real number ~- such that 
M+I  
(25) /3 < ~ < 1 M+I ' 
~_~ +8 
Hence 
M+I  
(26) 1 - ~- M+~ > 0. 
18- -6  
From Lemma 3, (20), (21) and (25) we obtain that 
a~ 2'°~ ~ 1 1 
(27) .=v b., ~ a 1-f l  ~ a~ -~ ~ z(l :)(:M_+~+l+:~)v' 
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Lemma 1, (18) and the fact that the sequence {a~}C~v~ ~ is nondecreasing imply that 
(28) "< 
n= 1 w+l Z( 1M_@+I 1 +8)w " 
From (27), (28) and the fact that v ~< w we obtain that 
oo < Z (I ~)(iM-~ff +l+6)v] 1-51 (29) ~=vZ bn ~< -- Z(~+l+a)w 
2 ~< 
z 0 -0  (~@ +~ +~) ~ 
Inequality (24) implies that 
(30) 21°s2 ~ n~ <2 1 ~ +~ 
< Z(1M_+51+l+~ ) 2 v, 
From (24), (26), (29) and (30) we obtain that for infinitely many v 
(~ b~.t ) 1+co 
Zv = - -  i-]M+121°g~T Fly 
an 
M+I M+I v 2 1 a . . . .  ( ,_~ +1+~) +(M+l)v  . . . .  ~+~.~ 
(1-¢)(M--@ +1 +~)~ Z 
1+~ v (M+l)v2+(ff_+2+l+~)~ (i { ~M+I .)(M+l+l+~)v 
~<2z < 1. 
(2) Assume that for every 3 > 0 and every sufficiently large n 
(31) a~ < 2 (~-+~ +1+~/~ 
and that (11 ) holds for every sufficiently large n. 
Lemma 4 and (17) imply that for infinitely many N 
1 1 
( 1M@+I)N 2> (~ , ,1 )  max a k(~+l)*: 
l+~v-  k: l  ..... :v 1 a N 
This implies that 
(32) 
1 
( ) (M+~+I)N ~ 1   ~ ( max a k (~+n~)  (1M--~+~+I)N 
a N > ] + ~ \k=l  ..... N 1 
M+I N 1 z~=l \ 1 fl--] 
| max a k > 1+~ \k:l ..... :v 1 
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( 1 )(I~+')N ( l - ( )  1M+~1 ( 1"~ (1~@- +')N Ff 1M+~1 
) 1+N2 a~ = 1+N2 j --N " 
Hence 
1-5 
1~ ~ M+ 1 
an ~< 1 )(1M-@ff+l) N ~ aN 
n=l  (1 + N~ 
and 
1+~ 1+o: 1 f' 1+~ 
lo ~2-  a M+ 1 21og2 ~2-  aN (33) 21og2 ~z- ON ~< 2 ~2 N ~< 
Inequality (32) implies that 
(34) ~NvIM+I 
(i + ~)  (I-~)(~+I)N " 
Take a > 0 such that 
(35) 
\ l - f i  + l+/~j  < 1 - f  
- -+1.  
From Lemma 2, (31), (33), (34) and (35) we obtain that 
{ ~'[bn [~ i-[M+121og~ tiN 
~< 21o~ ~N a~ ~ 21og 2 2 ~N 
al -~ (1 + N~-) (1-')(1~!-+1)N 
21o~ ,~N +1o~ = ~N 2]og~,~N 
= ~< 
)0-~)(1M+~1+~) N 
(1+~-  
lo ~ ~( 1~+1+8)N 
2~ z 
~< 
(1 @ ~-2) (1 /3)(1M-@ff +I)N 
= 2(1M_@)+1+~) °N (1 /3)(1M_~1+l)Nlog2(1+12) <: 1, 
1 )O-~)(M_+~ +iF (1+~ 
2(~_+~ +l+~Y ~N 
3+c~ for infinitely many N, where co T < 1 is a positive real constant not depending 
on N. 
(3) Assume that (31) holds for every 3 > 0 and every sufficiently large n and that 
for infinitely many n 
(36) a~ < 2 n. 
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Let A be a sufficiently large positive real number and let r be a sufficiently large 
positive integer. Then (17) implies that for infinitely many k 
1 
(1~+1)~: > A. 
a k 
Take the least such k greater than r. This implies that 
(37) ak > A (1~+~)~ 2( 1~@-+~)~1og2 A 
Let s be the greatest positive integer less than k such that 
(38) a~ < 2C 
From (36) we obtain that s > c~ as r ~ co. Lemma 4 and (17) imply that for 
infinitely many t 
1 
( 1M_@1+ 1)t 
(39) a t 
1 
> 1 + t2 max aj 
j=s , . . . , t - -1  
Take the least such t greater than s. This implies that for every m s + 1 . . . . .  t - 1 
1 1 
am 1M-@~I+lyr~ ~< ] + m2 max a] 
j=s, ...Jrl--1 
From this we obtain that 
1 1 
(1M@+1/n f i  ( 1 ) (1M@+1) ~ a~ ~< l+ j2  .a,  
j=s+l " 
1 
j~ l (1 )  ' a( 1M-@~1 + )~ ~< +j2 ~<4. 
This implies that 
(40) am ~< 4 (~-+~ +ly~ = 22(~-+~1+1P • 
From (37) and (40) we obtain that t ~< k. Now (38), (40) and the fact that the 
sequence {an}~ is nondecreasing, imply that 
(41) 
M+I M+I 
=2s22 1 ;~ ~<2 1 /~ 
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Hence 
~ ~ 1+~ .~ , 1+o:~ 
(42) 21og~ n~ ~< 2 ( M+I ) (1 fl ) ~ 
From (38), (39), the fact that the sequence {a~}c~__ 1 is nondecreasing and the fact 
that s < t we obtain that 
1 . ( 1M__ ~; __][)t ( 1)(zM-+~l+l)t( max a) 1M-@~1+1)] ) 
at > 1 + t2 \j ....... t-1 
1 
1 ' ] (~+1; (  max a) l~+l~J 1~v '~-1~'1~"  
~> 1+~/ /  \j=,,...,t 1 
( > 1+ t2 ] v~==a= 
a n an 
( 1 ' ] (~+lY ( i -  ~ )~+@ 
> ]+t2 7 \,,= <~ 2 1% 1'~. 
This implies that 
(43) 
/ t -1  \M+I  a¢ ~2 (M+l)t~ 
I'IM+I In~=lan) < (1@ t~)(1 /?)(1M-~) +1) t" 
From Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 we obtain that 
(44) ~ anb~ k-ln~=t 2 ~ ~ ~ 21°~1-~ a;1 + ~< +7.  
n=t -- = at k 
Take ~ > 0 satisfying (35). Inequality (31) implies that a,~ ~< 2(1M-@ +1+~)" for all 
sufficiently large n. Now this fact, (35), (37), (41), (42), (43) and (44) yield that for 
infinitely many t
Zt = ~n ~ i--[M+121og 2 2 Fit 
an[] t 
(21°g~ 1 ~ ,M+l+l,~t - 
\ a]_fi Jr- ak-g//2 'T~-~ ' I-I M+I 
21og~at2(1M--@-+~+l) 2 t2(M+l)t2 2(1M--@+~+1) 2 t22(1 /?)(1M--@+~1+1) t 
£ )  (1 --fl) ( 1M--@-+~ l)t @ a~' k (1+ t~ 
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,__r ,,(T=sd-M+Z +Z+S) t ~ (34+1 +1)~2-- 22(1 --~) ( ~--@+~  1) t 2'u~ = 2(~ ~ +~)~t2(M+l)t2 2 1 
~< + 
2(1 --fl) ( 1~@- + 1)t log2 (1 + ~2) 2y( l~+l )k  log 2 a 
=2(1M_@l+l+3)Pt+<1M_~1+l) 2 t+(M+l)t2 <1 fl)(M~+l)t log2(l+t!2) 
~< 2( 1M-@ +'+~)~t-O-#)( 1M-@ +'Y 'og2 0 +~) 
M+I t ./M+I +23(1-~ +1) Y~'l-~+l)kl°g2A < 1, 
3+a is a positive real constant, [] where oJ T 
_ b oo  Lemma 6. Assume that sequences {an}Cn~l , {bn}Cn~l and  { i,n}n= 1 satisfy all 
assumptions of Lemma 5. Then for every sequence {c,~ }c~__ 1 of positive integers the 
inequality 
~ bn ~L1 PiXi 1 
< 1+2c~ 
n=l anCn gl (q log 2q)2Llo ~ 3 qqM 
has infinitely many solutions pl . . . . .  pr ~ Z, q ~ ~ with 
1+2c¢ 
pi o(2 l°g  %M9 
for every i = 1 . . . . .  L. 
Proof. Let {c,,}~1 be a sequence of  positive integers, Let ~b:N --+ N be a bijection 
such that the sequence {A,,}c~ ~ {a4(~>c4(~>}c~ is nondecreasing, Set {B,,}c~ ~ 
{b~(~) }c~ 1 and c~ . {Bi,~},~=I for every i 1, , L. The new sequences 
also satisfy all assumptions of Lemma 5. Let 
N-1 N-1 Bi,n 
(45) qN : 1--I A~ and Pi,N : qN Z A~ 
n=l n=l 
Then Lemma 5 implies that for infinitely many N 
co 
From this we obtain that for infinitely many sufficiently large N 
/ O0 ~ \ 1+2c¢ 
I V~[ 15n ]l,,M+lgLlog ~ qN (46) . = 1og2qN <1.  
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0o b. is absolutely convergent yields that The fact that the sum ~=1 ~. 
(47) 
Z°° b~ ~ b¢,(~) ~ B~ . 
n=l anCn = ack(n)cck(n) n=l An 
Then (3), (45), (46) and (47) imply that for infinitely many N 
n•l 
L 
bn ~ i=1 Pi,NXi 
an Cn qN n=l Z n=l n=N n=N 
1 
< 1+2~ 
(qN log2 qN) 2tl°g~ 3 qlV qy  
From Equation (2) and definitions of {An}Cn~__l and {B;,,~ }Cn~_ 1 we obtain that IB;,,~ I <<. 
fo G A. AMi for all i 1, 2 . . . . .  L and every sufficiently large n. This yields that 
(48) 
N-~l B. I ~ 21o~ Ar~AMi 
Pi, N Bin n~ 1 ~,n 
qN n=l A~° ~< = An <~ Dn=l An 
N 1 
n=l 
where D is a positive real constant not depending on N. IfMi > 1 then Equation (5) 
implies that 
\n=l  
Hence 
(49) 
~> ((N 2)!) (l+~)(Mi-l) > N. 
N-1 
Z 21og~A.AMi -1 <<.N21O~A;v-IAMi-11 ~< 21o~qNqMi -1. 
n=l 
If Mi 1 then 
(50) 
N 1 
Z 21°g~ AnAMi 1 ~ N21O~ AN_ 1 < 221og~(AN_l(N-2)!) 
n=l 
1+2~ 
~< 221Og~ q~v < 21092 3 q~v Mi-1 
qN " 
From (48), (49) and (50) we obtain that 
i+2~ 
Pi,N O(210~ 3 qN qMi). 
This concludes the proo f o f Lemma 6. 
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Lemma 7. Let gl . . . . .  gL : ~ --+ R + be a nondecreasing functions and let 
xl . . . . .  xL c R. Denote by S the set of  all numbers" a c R such that 
(51) < 
1 
q (q log2 q) F IL l  gi (q) 
has infinitely many solutions pi c Z, q c N with 
(52) p i=O(g i (q ) ) ,  i=1  . . . . .  L. 
Then the Lebesgue measure of  the set S is equal zero. 
Proof. For the notational convenience s t 
1 
f (x )  - 
x log22 x
Then (51) is equivalent to 
"= " " ' + Tpl ..... pL,q" 
a ~ E~ p~x, f (q )  ~i=lpixi 
]~Ll gi(q) q l~i=l gi(q) ] 
Formula (52) implies that there exists a positive real constant E such that for every 
solution p~ . . . . .  pL, q of (51) 
(53) Ip~l ~< [Eg~(q)], 
where [x] denotes the integer part of the real number x. Set 
[ E gl (q)]  [ EgL (q)]  
pl= [Egl(q)] pL= [EgL(q)] 
Then 
(54) Z(Tq) <~ 2(2E + 1)Lf(q). 
From the definition of the set S and from (53) we obtain that 
oo oo 
N=I  q=N 
This and (54) imply that 
oo oo 
(55) )~(S) ~< N-+~lim ~ Z(Tq) E~ .Nlimcv~ f (q ) ,  
q=N q=N 
(3o where E1 is a positive real constant. The fact that ~q=2 f (q )  converges and (55) 
yield that Z(S) = 0. [] 
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Proof  of Theorem 2. Set M ~1Mi  Then (1) and (17) are equivalent. 
Lemrna 6 implies that for every sequence {c~}c~__ 1 of positive integers the inequality 
~ bn ~_~L 1 PiXi 1 ,.<2 
(q log~ q) H/L__I (21og +~1 qq Mi ) an Cn q 
has infinitely many solutions pl . . . . .  pc  c Z,  q c 1~ with 
l+2a  
Pi = O(  21°g~ Z qqMi )
for every i 1 . . . . .  L. This means that the expressible set ofthe sequence {b~ }nc~__ 1 
is a subset of the set S defined in Lemma 7. Hence the expressible set has Lebesgue 
measure zero. [] 
Proof  of Theorem 1. It is sufficient o put L 1, Xl 1, M1 1 and ¢~ 0 into 
Theorem 2. [] 
4. EXAMPLE AND COMMENT 
Example. Theorem 1 implies that the expressible set of the sequence 
(56) [ 22n @ 1 ]n=l  
has Lebesgue measure zero. 
Remark.  Take the sequence (5 6). If we omit the factor 21°~ ~' in the assump- 
tion (4) of Theorem 2 then we need, in order to fulfill assumption (1), that for some 
/3>0 
1 
limsup(n 3~) (12~+1)r l  (X), 
/¢ ---> (N3 
But obviously this is not true and we cannot use the theorem modified in such a 
way. 
A similar example can be found for assumption (2). 
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